
Yogi Prasetya
083873087154 | hello@yogiprasetya.com | Linkedin | Github | Indramayu, ID (can relocate)

ABOUT ME
Experienced software engineer with over four years in web development. Recognized for leading the
creation of comprehensive software solutions, I excel in deploying user-centric designs, consistently
meeting client specifications and surpassing project deadlines.

Programming Javascript, Typescript, React, Express, Next.js, Node.js
Database MySQL, Firestore, Mongodb
Other Unit test, distributed library, design system, rest API

WORK EXPERIENCE
PadiUMKM South Jakarta (WFH)
Frontend developer Aug 2024 - Present
● Designed and implemented isolated chat apps.
● Lead the development process to ensure the sustainability, accessibility, and cohesion of the

messaging application across diverse product lines.
● Successfully implemented a proof of concept for OpenAPI and a developer dashboard, enhancing

B2B integration capabilities and contributing to the seamless execution of collaborative projects.
● Tech stack: React, Firebase, Express, Next.js

Metanesia South Jakarta (WFH)
Frontend developer Dec 2022 - Aug 2023
● Played a key role in facilitating the merger of Smarteye and Metanesia teams, providing crucial

support to the CEO in navigating and orchestrating the integration process.
● Implemented standardized code conventions across the entire team, fostering consistency and

efficiency. Oversaw the expansion of the frontend development team from 4 to 6 members.
● Led the development of a Metaverse CMS platform, showcasing proficiency in designing and

building innovative solutions for advanced virtual environments.
● Tech stack: Typescript, Three.js, React, Unity WebGL

Smarteye Central Jakarta (WFH during covid)
Frontend developer Feb 2019 - Dec 2022
● Conducted in-depth research and spearheaded the development of an immersive 3D web tour,

showcasing a commitment to innovative solutions and cutting-edge technologies
● Engineered a comprehensive React Design System, leveraging expertise in front-end development to

create a versatile and cohesive framework for seamless user interface implementation.
● Developed a zero-config tool to expedite project delivery.
● Established an SEO-friendly landing page with a user-centric approach, specializing in boosting lead

generation. Implemented a headless CMS strategy utilizing WordPress and incorporated automation
to construct optimized content.

● Tech stack: Typescript, Three.js, Next.js, Storybook

Karirlab Remote
Frontend developer freelance Oct 2021 - Dec 2022
● Implemented design-to-code process for a resume builder platform, ensuring seamless translation of

creative concepts into functional user-friendly solutions.
● Contributed to the successful release of the company's initial product stage
● Tech stack: Typescript, Next.js, SASS

https://www.linkedin.com/in/yogiprasetya/
https://github.com/yogiprsetya


EDUCATION
Esa Unggul University West Jakarta
Bachelor’s Degree in Informatics Engineering Graduated Aug 2021
● GPA: 3.44/4.00. Final Thesis: development of web-based content management application for virtual

tour using MERN stack technology


